Making the difficult feel easy

Bell Integration
IOT Smart Stadiums
Reduce cost, drive efficiencies, increase revenue,
improve security and safety
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Smart Stadiums IoT Capabilities
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By deploying an end to end solution consisting of devices, real time business
intelligence, management and automation, stadiums can drive operational
efficiencies, increase revenue and reduce ‘time to act’ to events.
Fully managed ‘Internet of Things’ solutions can deliver real time insight, compliance
and big data across a vast array of applications. Devices can monitor anything from
footfall to refrigeration faults, whilst providing key real time data back to a unified
platform. This allows the venue to act quickly and efficiently, driving operational
efficiencies and reducing cost.

Facilities Management

Crowd Control and Monitoring

• Reactive washroom cleaning

• People counting

• Facilities occupancy and footfall

• Queue monitoring

• Litter and waste management

• Security and overcrowding alerts

• Pest control alerts on full traps

• Way finding and controlling crowd flow

• Reactive lighting & heating

• Mass temperature screening
• Seat occupancy

Fan Experience

Traffic Monitoring

Re-active information
displays:

•

Parking utilisation

• Interactive services

•

ANPR

•

Congestion

•

Illegal parking

• Bar and washroom
locations & queues
• Merchandise advertising

Improved Security

Well-being and Compliance

• Face recognition watchlist

• Temperature alerts on fridge and freezers
to avoid food waste

• Face mask detection
• Staff and VIP access control

• Waterflow sensors to prevent legionella
and detect leaks

• Alerts for dangerous, aggressive or
suspicious fan behaviour
• Perimeter intrusion detection

• Capture all slips trips and falls for claim
defensibility and to improve safety

• Door breach alerts

• Environmental and air quality monitoring
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How Bell Integration Can Help
Delivering value from a connected world of things requires internet connected
solutions. Bell Integration brings the experience in building supply chain
ecosystems that enables you to deliver faster scalable solutions in an everevolving world.

Asset
Management

POC Support

Data
Analytics

IOT
Platform

Automated
Action Triggers

Global Maintenance
& 3rd Party Warranty

Monitoring, Service Desk
& Customer Support

Platform
Integration

Device/Sensor
Deployment
Solution Design,
Planning & Execution

We Deliver An End To End IOT Capability
Bell Integration distinguishes itself by not simply being a device manufacturer or a
standalone service management company.
We deliver an end to end capability, from procurement, asset management, logistics,
deployment and ultimately customer support in a multi vendor world. We have over 20
years’ experience in this capability.
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